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COOPERATION AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN LUTSK NATIONAL TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY 

AND
AZERBAIJAN TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY

With the purpose of common educational, scientific and methodical collaboration 
development Lutsk National Technical University on behalf of Rector Bozhydamik Victor 
Volodymyrovych, which acts on the basis of Regulations, henceforth Party 1, and Azerbaijan 
Technical University, on behalf of Rector, professor Mammadov Havar Amir who acts on the 
basis of Regulations, henceforth Party 2, concluded the Agreement stated below:

1. Article of agreement
The article of Agreement is collaboration in following branches:

1.1. Scientific researches.
1.2. Exchange between the representatives of professor staff and students.
1.3. Carrying out common scientific and methodic conferences and seminars.
1.4. Exchange of publications.
1.5. Organization of common cultural and mass actions.

2. Organization of Collaboration
2.1 The Parties will organize the following actions:

1. Annual exchange of the groups of students.
2. Scientific and pedagogic training of professors, post-graduate and doctoral students.
3. Reading of the special courses by teachers from both sides.
4. Exchange of experience, use of new information technologies in educational and 
scientific process.
5. General holding of the sport, cultural and mass programs.
6. Exchange of higher educational establishment’s editions for forming of library 
stocks.
7. Exchange of publications in partners’ publishing houses.
8. Interchange of the tutorial programs and plans.
9. Organization and holding common scientific conferences and symposiums.
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10. Invitation of Parties’ delegations on the occasion of significant events and dates in 
Parties’ and their countries’ lives.
11. Preparation of common projects for financing through national and international 
funds.

2.2. Both Parties are obligated to exchange information about the planned actions, as well to 
give the possibility to the staff and students of both Parties to participate.

2.3. The theme of collaboration is concretized directly by the Parties or by the interested 
subdivisions in the form of additional agreements in terms of 2 months before the action.

2.4. Each time, no later than 2 weeks before the visit, it is necessary to inform the other Party 
about the date of arrival and number of the visitors.

2.5. The number of students and scientific representatives, exchange of whom can be realized,
other problems, connected with the exchange will coordinated with workings protocols 
for every specific situation.

3. Responsibility of the Parties
3.1. The Parties are responsible for non-fulfillment of the terms of the Agreement. In case 

when one of the Parties can not fulfill the conditions of the Agreement, it must at once 
inform the second Party about it, and also offer solution which would be acceptable.

3.2. All disputes, related to implementation of terms of the Agreement, are settled by 
negotiations, in the case of not achievement of consent - in the order, foreseen by a 
current legislation.

3.3. All changes and supplements to the Agreement are made after mutual consent, by signing 
separate annex to the agreement.

4. Validity of Agreement
4.1. An Agreement comes into force since its signing and is valid for 3 years. The action of 

Agreement is automatically prolonged for one year, if one of the Parties officially in 
written form did not inform about a desire to break the Agreement during a month to 
completion of term of the Agreement.

4.2. Each of the Parties has a right to break this Agreement after a previous written report 
about it to the second Party not less than 6 months prior to the conditional end of term of 
the Agreement.
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5. Final positions
5.1. According to Agreement the Parties are not responsible for any financial obligations.
5.2. An Agreement is made in 4th copies with identical content and has identical legal force: 2 

copies in English, 2 copies in Ukrainian.
5.3. Each of the Party gets one copy in every language.

Prof. Victor Bozhydamik
Lutsk National
Technical University
75 Lvivska, st. Lutsk 43018, Ukraine

Prof. Havar Mammadov
Rector of Azerbaijan Technical 
University
H.Javid,25 Baku-AZ1073
Tel:+(99412) 438 33 83
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